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Let I be a finite index set and let Bi , i # I, be events in a probability
space. Let G be an undirected graph on vertex set I. Suppose that whenever
J, K are disjoint subsets of I with no pairs j # J, k # K adjacent any Boolean
expression of the Bj , j # J is independent of any Boolean expression of the
Bk , k # K. In this case we call G a strong dependency graph for the events.
We note that this is somewhat stronger than the notion of dependency
graph used in the Lova sz Local Lemma and considerably stronger than
making i, i $ adjacent whenever Bi , Bi $ were independent. We shall fix a
particular dependency graph (in general G is not uniquely determined
though in many instances there is a natural choice for G) and we shall
write itj for i, j being adjacent in G.
Assume all Pr[B i]p and that every i # G has deg(i)d. Further
assume 4dp<1. To avoid trivialities we take d1 so that p< 14 . Set
2= :
itj
Pr[Bi 7 Bj]
the sum over unordered pairs. Further set
M=‘
i # I
Pr[B i].
Here we give an elementary proof of the following inequality of Suen [4].
Theorem. Under the above assumptions
Pr _i # I B i&Me
42
Remarks. While we have quite deliberately emphasized the similarities,
the above result provides an upper bound on Pr[ i # I B i] while the Lova sz
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Local Lemma gives a lower bound and, in particular, shows i # I B i is non-
empty. The Janson Inequality does give an upper bound for Pr[i # I B i]
but with the additional assumption that the Bi are, in the appropriate
sense, positively correlated. We may think of Suen’s Inequality as com-
bining aspects of the classical results of Lova sz and Janson, for which see,
e.g. [1]. Our title reflects our joint work [2] with Ravi Boppana a decade
ago in which we found a similarly elementary argument for the Janson
Inequality.
Proof. We first show for all i, S with i  S that
Pr _Bi } j # S B j&2p.
(We include this for completeness, it coming precisely from the proof of
the Lova sz Local Lemma.) We use induction on |S|, S=< being
trivial. Otherwise let D, N be those j # S adjacent and nonadjacent to i
respectively. If D=< then Bi is independent of the conditioning and the
probability is at most p. When D{< we have the main case:
Pr _Bi } j # D _ N B j&=
Pr[Bi 7j # D B j | k # N B k]
Pr[j # D B j | k # N B k]
The numerator is bounded from above by
Pr _Bi } k # N B k&=Pr[Bi]p
by the independence and the denominator is bounded from below by
1& :
j # D
Pr _Bj } k # N B k&1& :j # D 2p1&2pd
1
2
by the induction hypothesis. Thus the ratio is at most 2p completing the
induction.
Now we want to bound Pr[Bi |j # S B j] from below. We split S=D _ N
as before and bound
Pr _Bi } j # D _ N B j&Pr _Bi 7 j # D B j } k # N B k& ,
which by Inclusion-Exclusion is at least
Pr _Bi } k # N B k&& :j # D Pr _Bi 7 Bj } k # N B k& .
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The first term, by independence, is Pr[Bi]. Fix j and consider the second
term. Split N=D1 _ N1 where D1 is those k # N which are adjacent to j
in G and N1 those which are not. If D1=< we have independence and the
term is Pr[Bi 7 Bj]. Otherwise
Pr _Bi 7 Bj } k # D1 _ N1 B k&=
Pr[Bi 7 Bj 7 k # D1 B k |  l # N1 B l]
Pr[k # D1 B k | l # N1 B l]
.
The numerator is bounded from above by
Pr _Bi 7 Bj } l # N1 B l&=Pr[Bi 7 B j]
by the independence. (Note we here use that G is a strong dependency
graph, there being no edges from either i or j to N1.) The denominator is
bounded from below (using the upper bound Pr[Bk | l # N1 B l]2p given
earlier) by
1& :
k # D1
Pr _Bk } l # N1 B l&1& :k # D1 2p1&2pd
1
2
as all k # D1 are adjacent to j and hence |D1|d. Thus
Pr _Bi 7 Bj } k # N B k&2 Pr[Bi 7 Bj]
and we deduce that
Pr _Bi } j # D _ N B j&Pr[Bi]& :j # D 2 Pr[Bi 7 Bj].
Taking complements (as Pr[Bi] 12 with room to spare)
Pr _B i } j # D _ N B j&Pr[B i]+ :j # D 2 Pr[Bi 7 Bj]
Pr[B i] _1+2 :j # D 2 Pr[Bi 7 Bj]&
and as 1+ yey we have
Pr _B i } j # D _ N B j&Pr[B i] e
4 j # D Pr[Bi 7 Bj].
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For convenience, and without loss of generality, set I=[1, ..., m]. Then
we may set
Pr _i # I B i&= ‘
m
i=1
Pr _B i } j<i B j&
Each conditional probability is at most Pr[B i] times e4 j # D Pr[Bi 7 Bj] where
D is those j<i adjacent to i in G. The terms Pr[B i] multiply to M.
The exponents 4 j # D Pr[Bi 7 Bj] add to 42 as each adjacent pair i, j is
counted precisely once. Thus
Pr _i # I B i&Me
42
as claimed.
We give only one, somewhat typical, example. Let G(n, p) be the usual
random graph and for every set V of five vertices let BV be the event that
G restricted to V gives an induced pentagon. Parametrize p=cn and
consider asymptotics. Then Pr[BV]t12p5=12c5n&5 and the index set I
has size ( n5)tn5120 so Mte&c
510. The natural dependency graph has
V1 , V2 adjacent if |V1 & V2 |2i.e., if they look at the same potential
edge. With this G calculation of 2 is dominated by those V1 , V2 with
|V1 & V2 |=2, giving 2=O(n8p9)=O(n&1)=o(1). Thus the probability of
having no induced subgraph is bounded from above by e&c510(1+o(1)).
Indeed for c=o(n19) we still have 2=o(1) and this bound remains valid.
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